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DIS ( U S S ION 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE 
RATIONALITY OF THE 

RESURRECTION 

Michael Martin 

Abstract: In my "Reply to Davis" (Philo vol. 2, no. 1) I defended two the
ses: First, even for Christians the initial probability of the Resurrection is 
very low. Second, the historical evidence for the Resurrection is not strong 
enough to overcome this initial improbability. Consequently, I maintained 
that belief in the Resurrection is not rational even for Christians. In his lat
est reply, "The Rationality of Resurrection for Christians: A Rejoinder" 
(present issue), Stephen T. Davis emphasizes that he is only defending the 
rationality of belief in the Resurrection for Christians, not for non
Christian supernaturalists. Presumably this point is emphasized by Davis 
because he supposes that ] have at best shown that belief in the 
Resurrection is not rational for non-Christian supernaturalists. However, 
this is not so. In this reply I will defend the two theses stated above. 

In order to maintain that the initial probability of the Resurrection is very 
low even for Christians, as I do, or not very low, as Davis does, one must 
have a clear idea of the meaning of Christianity. Up to this point in the 
debate its meaning has been assumed rather than explicitly formulated. 
Davis' present reply attempts for the first time in the debate to specify the 
definition of being a Christian. However, there are two dangers for Davis 
in his doing so. A Christian might be defined in such a way that the belief 
in the rationality of the Resurrection follows trivially from the definition. 
The other danger is that, supposing triviality is avoided, many other pos
sibilities besides the Resurrection could be compatible with being a 
Christian. These possibilities could be numerous enough to make the ini
tial probability of the Resurrection quite low. Unfortunately, Davis does not 
avoid these dangers. 

A Christian, by definition, according to Davis, is someone "who accepts 
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what is crucially affirmed in the Creed."! What is the Creed? In fact, there 
are at least three major creeds associated with Christianity: the Apostles', the 
Niceno-Chalcedonian, and the Athanasian.2 Interestingly enough, although 
Davis speaks of "the Creed," he does not seem explicitly to use any of the 
three traditional creeds to define Christian. I have already argued that 
redemption can be accomplished in many ways and that the Resurrection 
(R) is only one way. Consequently, the initial probability of R is low. In his 
latest reply to me Davis gives four reasons why my claim is to be doubted. 
Although just how his four reasons relate to what he calls "the Creed" is 
obscure, I will assume that these four reasons provide four necessary con
ditions for being a Christian in his sense of "the Creed." 

Davis' first three reasons for preferring R over rival ways of redeeming 
humanity are: (1) Christians believe that there is a God who can perform 
miracles including bringing someone back to life. (2) Christians believe in a 
God who wants to redeem human beings and part of redemption is 
redemption from death. (3) Christians believe God promised life after 
death. However, (1)-(3) do not favor R over other possible ways ofredemp
tion. Indeed, if (1)-(3) specified the total definition, it would not even be a 
definition of Christianity. The beliefs specified for Christians in (1 )-(3) could 
be held by non-Christian supernaturalists. 

The only reason that seems directly relevant to Christianity in general 
and to R in particular is Davis' fourth one: (4) Jesus predicted his future death 
and resurrection in passages in the NT" Let me symbolize the propositional 
content of such passages as JPR Oesus predicted that R.) I will assume that 
according to Davis' version of "the Creed," Christians by definition believe 
thatJPR. But Christians by definition also believe that Jesus is the Son of God 
and as such is all knowing. I will call this assumption JK. However, JPR and 
JK entail R. And so we establish that belief R is rational for Christians at the 
cost of triviality since, by definition, rational Christians believe that R. 

Is there any way to save Davis' claim from the charge of triviality? One 
could argue that the inference from JPR and J K to R is based on an equiv
ocation with respect to R. R in JPR is vague and unspecific. Call this R, R I . 

In contrast, the R that is allegedly entailed by JPR and JK is included in "the 
Creed" and is pregnant with all of the specificity of the New Testament 
story. Let us call this R2• Interpreted this way, the inference from JPRI and 
JK to R2 is clearly invalid. JPR and JK entails R I- not R2 • But in that case 
the four reasons given by Davis leave open many possible ways in which 
Jesus could have been resurrected that differ in important respects from R2• 

Given R I , R2 is simply one possibility that is no more likely a priori than oth
ers. Jesus could have been resurrected in glory, in a purely spiritual form, 
in front of thousands of reliable witnesses, and so on. Indeed, given the 
momentous nature of the event it is rather surprising that Jesus was resur
rected without thousands of eye witnesses and without bands of angels 
heralding the good news to all nations.! 

Davis' attempt to define Christianity is not the only way Christianity 
can be defined. Since Davis' definition brings in specific historical events 
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such as JPR it can be called a Historically Concrete Definition of 
Christianity. However, Historically Abstract Definitions are also possible 
and in this debate I have been assuming such a definition. For example, 
one might say that Christianity is the belief that the redemption of 
human beings was brought about through the death of the incarnated 
Son of God because his death atoned for human sin and allowed for eter
nal life. Such a conception of Christianity is compatible with alternative 
historical scenarios and alternative routes to redemption through the 
death of God's Son. On this definition the essence of Christianity would 
be preserved even if God's Son had been incarnated in other times or in 
other places than First Century Palestine and even if the redemption of 
human beings took other forms. It should be noted that such a definition 
does not make Christianity an ahistorical religion: some sequence of his
torical events is essential to the definition although not anyone particular 
sequence of events. 

It is obvious that on this historically abstract definition of Christianity, 
the initial probability is quite small that the particular historical events asso
ciated with the Resurrection occurred. As we have seen, Davis takes a nar
rower view of the matter and defines Christianity in terms of a particular 
sequence of historical events. On such an account, if the Son of God had 
been incarnated in ancient China or had died for our sins (thus allowing 
eternal life) and had not been resurrected, we would not call this 
Christianity. There is one obvious disadvantage with a Historically Concrete 
Definition of Christianity: it seems arbitrary to deny that Christianity could 
have originated in ancient China in the way specified above. 

THE PARTICULAR TIME AND PLACE ARGUMENT 

Given the above discussion, Davis' evaluation of the particular time and 
place argument can be disposed of quickly. Assuming a Historically Abstract 
Definition of Christianity, I have argued that the initial probability of R is 
low. It should be clear by now why this is so. As far as Christianity is con
cerned, the Son of God could have died for our sins and provided salvation 
in many different times and places. This conclusion provides the back
ground knowledge for evaluating how initially improbable is the resurrec
tion of Jesus in First Century Palestine. Davis, who assumes a Historically 
Concrete Definition of Christianity, finds it difficult to understand what my 
thesis is and how I can defend it. Of course, as he says, we have agreed on 
a putative time and place of The Resurrection. But given his perspective he 
fails to acknowledge that we differ on whether alternative redemptive 
events could have occurred at other times and places that are compatible 
with Christianity. Moreover, as I have just argued, even if a Historically 
Concrete Definition is assumed, many possible ways of redemption are 
open that are compatible with the accepted time and place. In particular, if 
Davis' particular historical concrete definition is accepted, many alternatives 
are still possible. 
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THE ATONEMENT 

I have argued that the failure of Christian Atonement theories make the 
Resurrection initially unlikely. Davis disagrees. Although he still does not 
say what theory he accepts while affirming that he rejects the Ransom 
Theory, he maintains that even this latter can be defended against my crit
icisms. According to Davis, despite what I have said the theory does explain 
why God sacrificed his son: the sacrifice of Jesus enticed the devil who had 
possession of sinners to release them. In The Case Against Christianity I give 
five reasons why this explanation should be problematic even for thought
ful Christians. 5 Davis ignores them all. He rejects completely any criticism 
that God's actions in sacrificing his son seem arbitrary. His reason is that 
Christians should be prepared to admit that some of God's actions seem arbi
trary since they should admit that God's actions are sometimes arbitrary. He 
goes so far as to claim that the only thing I have shown is that arbitrariness 
is not acceptable to me. 

I have five comments to make about his rejection of my criticism of arbi
trariness. First, most traditional theories of the Atonement have not sup
posed that God's actions in sacrificing his son are arbitrary, Rather they 
have held that God's action can be explained in terms of his reasons.6 In 
other words, people who expound these theories assume nonarbitrariness. 
Despite what Davis supposes, nonarbitrariness is not just what is acceptable 
to me. Second, saying that because God is free does not mean that he is arbi
trary in his choices. Third, the view that God's choices are arbitrary has tra
ditionally been an obstacle to Christian faith and has not been accepted by 
many Christians. Fourth, Christian thinkers have often avoided appeal to 
God's arbitrary choice in theological explanations of the Resurrection since 
it weakens the explanatory power of the Resurrection. Lastly, and most 
important, to admit the death of God's Son to save humanity was arbitrary 
is tantamount to admitting that an indefinite number of other choices could 
have been be made by God for the same end and that one has no right to 
believe anyone of them is any more likely than any other. However, this 
seems to admit my point about the low initial probability of the 
Resurrection relative to Christian belief. 

1. Strong and Neutral Resurrection 

I argued that the evidence Davis cites does not well support resurrection in 
the strong sense; that is, what Davis calls Strong R.7 In this sense Jesus was 
resurrected with a body having supernatural properties. However, Davis 
now says that although in his book he did affirm Strong R and still believes 
that Strong R is true, he is only defending Neutral R: that is, that Jesus was 
resurrected. 

Davis believes there is nothing wrong with his defending the rationality 
of Neutral R rather than the rationality of Strong R. I would have thought 
there is a lot wrong with it, however. In my original Philo paper which 
started this debate I cited Davis' advocacy of Strong R.~ Now that his views 
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are threatened it seems all too convenient for him to say that he only wishes 
to defend Neutral R. Mter all, Davis is the one who asserted Strong R-J am 
not the one who brought it Up.9 Moreover, it seems fair to assume that 
Strong R is what Christians generally understand by R. So again, if this 
exchange concerns the question of the rationality of R for Christians, then 
Davis' refusal to defend the rationality of R thus interpreted is difficult to 
understand. 

THE EVIDENCE AGAINST NEUTRAL R 
For the sake of argument, let us accept Davis' restnctIOns and consider 
Neutral R. Davis wrongly seems to suppose that I must show that the evi
dence makes the probability of Neutral R low. However, if my argument so 
far is correct, the only thing that I must now show is that the evidence for 
Neutral R is not so high as to swamp the low initial probability of Neutral 
R; or, what amounts to pretty much the same thing, I must show that the 
probability of rival hypotheses is not very low. 

I argued in my reply to Davis that supposing the initial probability of 
alternative theories (AT) is only 20% then if there are five alternative mutu
ally exclusive explanations-AT J , AT2, AT3, AT., AL,-the average probabil
ity of the historical evidence relative to each alternative and our background 
knowledge could be as low as .04. Basically what this means is that Davis 
must show that alternative theories are completely worthless. At best what 
Davis shows is only that scholarly opinion is divided nve." the issues that 
divide us and that he has counterarguments to offer. I will sample some of 
his counter arguments here and show that they are of questionable worth. 

1. The Empty Tomb 

According to a number of well-respected New Testament scholars, it is not 
known where Jesus was buried. Davis in his reply makes it sound as if only 
one "radical" scholar holds such a view, but in fact, 70% of the Jesus 
Seminar, a group ofliberal New Testament scholars, endorses this opinion. 
Moreover, Davis does not consider the probability of this claim relative to 
known Roman and Jewish burial customs. The only argument he considers 
is that if the place of Jesus' burial had been known it would have been ven
erated as was the custom in the case of tombs of saints, but since it was not 
venerated it had not been known. How does Davis combat this argument? 
Davis' reply to this argument deserves to be quoted at length. 

But as evidence against the claim that Jesus' tomb was found empty this 
argument is feeble since it simply presupposes that this claim is false. 
Christians could reply that the reason Jesus' tomb was not venerated is 
because Jesus was bodily raised and hence was not there. iO 

Now Davis does not understand the argument ifhe thinks it presupposes that 
the Empty Tomb claim is false. The argument can be explicated as follows: 

a. Ifthe Empty Tomb stories are true, the location of the Tomb was known. 
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b. If the location of the Tomb was known, it is likely that the Tomb would 
have been venerated by Christians shortly after Jesus' Resurrection. 
c. The Tomb was not venerated by Christians shortly after Jesus' 
Resurrection 
d. Therefore, it is not likely that the Empty Tomb stories are true. 

In this argument the Empty Tomb story is not presumed to be false-it 
is argued that it is. The crucial premise b is based on analogous cases, for 
example, the veneration of the tombs of saints of the time. But then it would 
be strange indeed for Davis to assume that Jesus' followers would not have 
venerated his tomb because they believed he had risen from it. Indeed, one 
would suppose that venerating the tomb is precisely what they would have 
done given their belief. "Here," they would have likely said, "is where Our 
Lord rose from the dead. Let us worship here!" Moreover, after the Jewish 
War a site was picked out and venerated and even today the Holy Sepulchre 
Church proudly claims it harbors the tomb of Jesus. However, there is good 
reason to suppose that such a claim coming many years after Jesus' death is 
suspect and in fact is rejected by most Biblical scholars. II 

Davis admits that the purported existence of women witnesses to the 
empty tomb is complex and controversial. I offered two explanations in the 
text of my paper why the presence of women in the empty tomb story is 
compatible with its being fictional, and refer the reader to three others in 
note 11 of my paper. 12 It should be noted in particular that Davis assumes 
uncritically that the women in the story are presented as witnesses. But 
other interpretations are possible.1 3 I believe that any impartial reader 
would have to admit that Davis has not shown that all of these alternative 
accounts are worthless. 14 

2. The Legend Explanations 

One obvious alternative explanation of the historical evidence is that the 
Resurrection story is a legend that grew over time. Briefly, the main points 
are these: 

a. There is no independent confirmation of the details of the 
Resurrection story from Pagan and Jewish sources. Davis does not deny this. 

b. There is no independent confirmation of the details of the 
Resurrection story from Paul or other earlier Christian writers. Davis does 
not deny this either. However, he argues that this does not necessarily show 
that Paul and these other writers did not know these details. Perhaps. But 
this mere possibility does not provide independent support. 

c. The legend theory predicts that later accounts of a growing legend 
would have more details. Gospel versions of R have more details than ear
lier ones. 

d. We know from other historical cases of growing legends that the zeal
ous followers of a religion dismiss negative evidence and are not fazed by 
rational arguments. It is thus hardly surprising then that the Gospels contain 
no "inner circle controversy," as Davis calls it, over R-the crucial Christian 
belief. 15 Any adverse eye witnesses or arguments would have been ignored 
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and their claims would not have been recorded. Davis says that such irra
tionality is unusual and that "most sensible folk change their beliefs in the 
face of powerful evidence."l6 He cites the fact that many former religious 
believers gave up their religion after being exposed to negative arguments. 

But surely the history of religion-from Mormonism to Father Divine, 
from Jonesville to Heavens Gate, from Jehovah's Witnesses to the followers 
of Sabbatai Sevi-is filled with cases of irrational dogmatic belief on the part 
of zealous followers. Yes, most sensible folk change their minds in the face 
of powerful evidence. But it simply begs the question to suppose that most 
religious believers-including early Christians-are sensible folk. 

e. In my reply to Davis I argued that the legendary nature of the 
Resurrection is to be expected given that many resurrection myths were 
common in Jesus' era and before. l7 Davis dismisses the relevance of these 
myths to Christianity since, he asserts, non-Christian myths are wild fairy 
tale-like stories where the Christian stories of the Resurrection "are under
stated, realistic, firmly grounded in historical settings and events of the first 
century."l" Davis must be reading a different Scripture from the one I am. 
In Mark there is the wonder of the darkness at noon and the rending of the 
temple veil. Matthew outdoes Mark by adding an earthquake and the res
urrections of numerous "saints" who appear in Jerusalem. How Davis can 
suggest that these stories are understated and realistic while the apotheosis 
stories of Apollonius, Empedocles, Romulus, and so on are overstated and 
unrealistic deties all understanding. 

3. Hallucinations 

In my reply to Davis I argued that the reports of Jesus' post-resurrection 
appearances could have been based in part on hallucinations. Analogous 
cases of hallucinations show that the restrictions Davis puts on how and 
where hallucination can occur are not found in actual historical cases. In his 
present reply Davis seems to admit this hut says only that "the vast major
ity" of hallucinations occur under conditions not found in Jesus' resurrec
tion: they usually occur to one person and usually carry no long standing 
conviction and so on. But surely the question is whether mass hallucinations 
carrying longstanding conviction are found in contexts analogous to 
Christianity. Davis gives no reason to doubt this. 

Davis complains that I have not provided details in expounding the hal
lucination theory. However, this is not necessary for my purpose. I only 
need to argue that Davis has not shown that the hallucination theory is 
extremely improbable. I think it is obvious that he has not. Indeed, he 
makes no attempt to show any relevant difference between the Christian 
context and the analogous cases I cite where hallucinations that convince 
large numbers of people are found. 

4. Inconsistencies in the Empty Tomh Story 

In my reply I pointed out that Davis' view is mistaken that the inconsis
tencies in Gospel empty stories were few and that there is agreement on 
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the main points. He still insists that the stories agree on "the basic points." 
It is unclear what he means by "basic," however, since there are inconsis
tencies in these stories regarding who the witnesses were and what they 
saw in and around the empty tomb. Davis agrees that some of these incon
sistencies have not been harmonized and others are possible to harmonize 
only by "hypothesizing"-which seems to mean reinterpreting the Gospel 
story in ways that go well beyond what is actually said. One need not agree 
that un harmonized contradictions in these stories lower the probability of 
R to zero, unless we can reconcile them. The probability of the historical 
evidence relative to R and our background knowledge is much lower than 
1. This in turn means that even higher initial probabilities of R would be 
compatible with the irrationality of R on the historical evidence and back
ground knowledge. Although this is the important point, it is not 
addressed by Davis. 19 

5. Eyewitness Testimony 

Davis pretty much ignores my argument that eyewitness testimony tends to 
be unreliable. Yet much of Davis' argument is based on the reliability of such 
testimony. We know from psychological studies as well as from the history 
of religious movements that such testimony is influenced by "post event" 
and "pre-event" inf()fmation. This general unreliability combined with the 
initial low probability of R, the failure of independent confirmation of R, 
and the bilure to show that the probability of alternative explanations are 
very low indicates that R is not rational for Christians. 

RATIONALITY: COMPARATIVE AND NON COMPARATIVE 

To this point in the debate I have assumed that to say that R is rational for 
Christians is to say that the probability of R relative to background theories 
K and historical evidence EH is more than 50%. This means that if ~ R rel
ative to K and EH is more than 50% then R is not rational for Christians. 
Let us call this the Non-Comparative Sense of Rationality (NCSR). I have 
been presuming that the assumption of NCSR set the parameters for the 
debate and was agreed to by Davis. In the conclusion to his latest reply, how
ever, he now maintaillS that even if I have shown that ~ R has a higher prob
ability than R relative to K and EH, this does not settle the question of the 
rationality of R filr Christians since R still may be more probable than any 
specific alternative hypothesis. 

Clearly Davis is suddenly proposing a difTerent meaning of rationality 
as a backup position. Now to say that R is rational filr Christians is to say 
that the probability of R relative to background theories K and historical 
evidence EH is more than any specific alternative hypothesis. Let us call this 
the Comparative Sense of Rationality (CSR). Note that CSR is compatible 
with a disjunction D of specific alternative hypotheses that do not entail ~ R 
and are more probable than R. 

I have two points to make concerning Davis' shift to CSR. First, the 
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introduction of CSR has strange and paradoxical implications that I suspect 
many Christians would find hard to accept. It implies that Christian belief 
in R is rational even if the probability of R relative to EH and K is 
.000000000000000001 so long as all specific alternative hypotheses have a 
lower probability. So in terms of CSR, paradoxically even if - R is virtually 
certain, belief in R could still be rational. 

Second, although as far as I am concerned the debate has not been 
about CSR, I cannot see that Davis has done anything to establish that the 
probability of all specific alternatives to R are less than the probability of R. 
Given the low initial probability of R, the weakness of the historical evi
dence, the unreconciled consistencies, the unreliability of eyewitness evi
dence, is it really the case that, say, the legend explanation has a lower prob
ability than R? 

Davis complains that I have not specified the details of alternative 
accounts to R. But is this really necessary? It is certainly not necessary when 
we are debating the NCSR of R. Here it is enough to provide general con
siderations indicating that alternative accounts are not worthless. Is it neces
sary if we are debating CSR? Not always. Consider an entirely different con
text: Suppose a ship called the Santa Marie disappears in the Bermuda 
Triangle. Someone proposes a hypothesis H to explain this disappearance 
consisting of a detailed story of the disappearance of Santa Marie that involves 
UFOs and parallel universes. Suppose a specific alternative explanation A is 
that the Santa Marie sank in a storm. But no details are provided in A since 
none are known. The mere vagueness of A and lack of detail does not neces
sarily mean that A is less probable than H. Its probability would depend on 
other factors: the initial probabilities of H and A, evidence of a storm in the 
area during the relevant time, and so on. In a similar way, the vagueness of 
some alternative account of the historical evidence, despite what Davis 
believes, does not necessarily indicate that it has a lower probability than R. 

CONCLUSION 

In his conclusion Davis says that the exchange between us could go on "vir
tually indefinitely" and "that, in its own way, underscores the very point I 
have been arguing for: Christians are objectively rational in believing R."20 
He is correct about one thing. Our debate could go on virtually indefinitely 
and perhaps has lasted too long already. However, the mere fact of our 
lengthy exchange would only mean that it is rational for Christians to 
believe in the Resurrection if Davis were successful in his defense. I cannot 
see that he has been. 

First, he has failed to meet my argument that the initial probability of R 
is low. Second, he has refused to defend Strong R in the light of historical 
evidence although this is what he has asserted and what most Christians 
assume. Third, his criticism of alternative accounts of Neutral R has failed 
to show that they have at least a modest probability. However, this must be 
done to undermine NCSR of Neutral R. Fourth, in his conclusion he intro-
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duced for the first time a new sense of rationality (CSR) which has para
doxical implications for the rationality of R. Finally, he has failed to show 
that R is rational even in terms of CSR.2! 
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